Use of infrared TV cameras built into head-mounted display to measure torsional eye movements.
The head-mounted display (HMD) has produced conflict between visual and vestibular stimuli because the HMD image does not move with the head motion of the wearer. The HMD can show binocular parallax three-dimensional (3D) images, in which vergence and accommodation conflict. Thus, the HMD may affect the normal visual/vestibular functions. We attempted to develop a system that makes possible the measurement of torsional eye movements, vergence eye movements, and pupillary responses of the HMD wearer. Our apparatus is composed of two infrared CCD cameras installed in the HMD. Iris images produced by these cameras are analyzed by a personal computer using free software. Further, a third camera fixed on the HMD projects an image of the view as the subject sees it, via video tape recorder or frame memory to the HMD. Images can be stored, replayed, or frozen. Our system can measure torsional eye movement with 0.20 degrees resolution every 1/30 (or 1/60) seconds even though the pupil size alternates during measurement. Binocular eye movement and pupillary response are also measured. A system was developed which can be used for assessment of the effect of 3D HMD on the visual system. A third camera coupled with HMD can control visual stimulus independently of head motion (vestibular stimulus).